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Summary Broadly speaking then there
ha\e been lour main attitudes to education (11
religious with a view to a life beyond death
(2) state controlled education with t, view to
uniform subservience to authority (3) gentle
manly education with a view to sorial graces
and easy congress in company (i) the child
centred edncation which attempts to follow
the pupil a inner nature It is unnecesaary to
mention the ordinary method of attempting to
instil facts without any considerable degree o*
co operation between pupil and teacher in order
that the former may with or without interest
follow eorne occupation m adult life for thu
the philosophers did not consider Today there
remain the two fundamental principles eduea
tion for the advantage of the state and its
ideology or education for individual develop
ment and freedom
Four educationists of the modern period who
liave influenced us m the direction of freedom
were Johann Pestalozzi of Switzerland (1746-
1827) who by trying to understand children
tiught the natural progressive and bar
monious development of all the powers and
capacities of the human being Fnednch
Froebel (1782-1852) of Germany the founder of
the Kindergarten who like Pestalozzi w\s m
fluenced by Rousseau but realised the need to
combine complete personal development wnh
social adjustment Maria Montessori (1869-
1952) whose free methods have revolutionised
infant teaching John Dewey (18o9-1052) who
held that the btet interests of the group are
served when the individual develops his own
particular talents and nature
Eleatics the philosophers of Elea m ancient
Greece who at the tune when Herachtus
(c 535-475 e o ) •was teaching that change is all
that exists and nothing is permanent were
asserting that change is an illusion Of the
three leaders of this school Senophanes
asserted that the universe was a solid un
movable mass forever the same Parmemdes
explained away change as an inconceivable
process its appearance being due to the fact
that what we see is unreal and Zeno (the best
known today) illustrated the same thesis with
Ms famous argument of the arrow which at any
given moment of its flight must be where it is
since it cannot be where it ia not. But if it ia
where it is at cannot move this is baaed of
course on the delusion that motion is dis
continuous The Eleatics were coutem
poranea of Socrates
Empiricism. "While not a single school of philo
sophy empiricism is an. approach to knowledge
which holds that if a man wants to know what
the universe is like the only correct way to do
so is to go and look for himself to collect facts
which come to hi™ through Ms senses It is in
essence the method of science as contrasted
with rationalism (a v) which in philosophy un
plies that thinking or reasoning without neces
sarily referring to external observations can
arrive at tenth Empiricism is typically an
English attitude, for Among the greatest «m
pirical philosophers were John Hocke, George
Berkeley and David Home See nationalism.
Epicureanism The two great schools of the
Hellenistic period (ie the late Greek period
beginning with the empire of Alexander the
Great) were the Stoics and Epicureans the
former founded by Zeno of Citaum (not to
be confused with Zeno- the Eleatic) (<zc)
the latter by Epicurus born in Samoa m
342 b.g Both schools settled in Athens where
Epicurus taught that pleasure is the be-
ginning and end of a happy life However he
was no sensualist and emphasised the un
portance of moderation in all things because
excesses would lead to pain instead of pleasure
and the best of all pleasures were mental ernes.
Pleasures could be active or passive but the
former contain an element of pam since they are
the process of satisfying desires not yet satiated
The latter involving the absence of desire are the
more pleasant tn fact, Epicurus in his
personal life was more stoical than many Stoics
and wrote when I live on bread and water I
spit on luxurious pleasures " He disapproved
of sexual enjoyment and thought friendship one
Of the highest of all joys. A materialist who
 accepted the itormc theory of Democntus he
was not a determmist and if he did not dis
believe in the gods he regarded religion and the
fear of death as the two primary sources of
unhappiness
Epiphenomenalism.   See Mind and Body
Erastiamsm, the theory that the state has the right
to decide the religion of its members wrongly
attributed to Erastus of Switzerland (1524-Sa)
who was believed to have held this doctrine
The term has usually been made use of in a
derogatory sense—e g by the Scottish churches
which held that the call of the congregation
was the only way to elect ministers at a time
when about the turn of the 17th and 18th
cent, they felt that Eplseopalianism waa bems
foisted on them Episcopahaiusm (i e
Anglicanism) with its state church ecclesiastical
hierarchy and system of livings presented by
patrons was to them Erastlan in addition to
its other unscnptnral practices
Essenes a Jewish sect wMch during the oppies
ave rule of Herod (d 4 b c) set up monastic
communities in the region of the Dead Sea
They refused to be bound by the scriptural
interpretations of the Pharisees and adhered
rigorously to the letter of Holy Writ although
with additions of their own wMch cause them
by orthodox Jews today to be regarded as a
break away from Judaism, Among their
practices and beliefs were purification through
baptism renunciation of sexual pleasures
scrupulous cleanliness strict observance of the
Mosaic law communal possession asceticism
Akm in spirit although not necessarily identical
with them were the writers of Apocalyptic
literature preaching that the evils of the present
would shortly be terminated by a new super
natural order heralded by a Messiah who would
reign over a restored Israel, The casting out
of demons and spiritual healing formed part of
these general beliefs which were in the air at
that tune The sect has an importance far be
yond its size or what has been known about it in
the past since the discovery from 1947 onwards
of the Bead Sea Scrolls (see Section L) of the
Qurnran community occupying a monastery in
the same area as the Essenes and holding the
same type of belief These scrolls with then
references to a Teacher of Bighteousness
preceding the Messiah have obvious relevance to
the sources of early Christianity and have given
rise to speculations as to whether Jesus might
have been influenced by views which, like Bis
own were unacceptable to orthodox Jews
but hi line with those of the Dead Sea com
munities At the very least they seem to
show that early Christianity was not a sudden
development but a gradual one which had its
predecessora.
Ethical Churcb, a movement typical of 19th cent
rationalism wMch attempted to combine
atheism (or at any rate the absence of any belief
in a Qod which was inconsistent with, reason or
based on revelation) with the inculcation of
moral principles. Prayers were not used and
ordinarily the service consisted in the singing of
edifying compositiona interspersed with read*
ings from poems or prose of a similar nature by
great writers holding appropriate views. It
terminated in a talk on an ethical or scientific
theme. There is on Ethical Church in London
and the South Place Institution where Monoure
Conway preached from 1864 to 1897 still
exists
Ethnocentasm, the exaggerated tendency to think
the characteristics of one s own group or race
superior to those of any others.
Evangelicanism, the benef of those Protestant sects
wMch hold that the essence of the Gospel con
slats in the doctrine of salvation by faith in the
atoning death of Christ and nob by good works
or the sacraments that worship should be
free rather than liturgical through estate
Ushed forma thai; ritual is unacceptable and
supersfcttfons. Evangelicals are Low Church-
men
Evangelism, the preaching of the Gospel, em-
phasiamg the necessity for a new birth or conver-
sion. The evangelistic fervour of John Wesley
and George Whltefleld (see Methodism) aroused
the great missionary spirit of the late 18th and
19th cent. George Fox. founder of the Society

